A quad-double number is an unevaluated sum of four IEEE double precision numbers, capable of representing at least 212 bits of signijicand. We present the algorithms for various arithmetic operations (including the four basic operations and various algebraic and transcendental operations) on quad-double numbers. The performance of the algorithms, implemented in C i i , is also presented.
Introduction
Multiprecision computation has a variety of applications, including pure mathematics, physics, cryptography and computational geometry. For example, high precision computations are used in mathematical research to recognize numerical constants and to numerically discover previously unknown mathematical relationships 131 . High precision arithmetic is used in computational physics to explore phenomena that otherwise would be lost in numerical "noise" [4] . It is used in computational geometry to resolve uncertainties in polygons [ 121.
Many arbitrary precision algorithms and libraries have been developed using only the fixed precision arithmetic.
They can be divided into two groups based on the way precision numbers are represented. Some libraries store numbers in a multiple-digit format, with a sequence of digits coupled with a single exponent, such as the symbolic computation package Mathematica, Bailey's MPFUN [2] , Brent's MP [5] and GNU MP [SI. An alternative approach is to store numbers in a multiple-component format, where a number is expressed as unevaluated sums of ordinary floating-point words, each with its own significand and cxponent. Examples of this format include [7, of numbers, whereas the multiple-component approach has the advantage in speed.
We note that many applications would get full benefit from using merely a small multiple of (such as twice or quadruple) the working precision, without the need for arbitrary precision. The algorithms for this kind of "fixed" precision can be made significantly faster than those for arbitrary precision. Bailey [I] and Briggs [6] have developed algorithms and software for "double-double" precision, twice the double precision. They used the multiple-component format, where a double-double number is represented as an unevaluated sum of a leading double and a trailing double.
In this paper, we present some algorithms for "quaddouble" numbers, in other words, numbers with four times the double precision. We use the multiple-component format to take advantage of speed. A quad-double number is an unevaluated sum of four IEEE doubles. The quaddouble number ( a o , a l , U Z , a.?) represents the exact sum a = a0 $(I1 +u2 + a3. where 00 is the most significant component. We have designed and implemented algorithms for basic arithmetic operations, as well as some algebraic and transcendental functions. We have performed extensive correctness tests and compared the results with arbitrary precision package MPFUN. See [9] for more details about the software.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some basic properties of IEEE floating point arithmetic and the building blocks used in the quad-double algorithms. In Section 3 we present the quad-double algorithms for basic operations, including renormalization, addition, multiplication and division. Section 4 presents the timing results of the C++ implementation on various architectures. Section 5 gives a summary and discusses future work.
Preliminaries
In this section, we present some basic properties and algorithms of IEEE floating point arithmetic used in quaddouble arithmetic. These results are hased on Dekker 
4. e sign adjustments must be made.
The algorithms presented are the basic building blocks of quad-double arithmetic, and are represented in Figures 1, 2, and 3. In the caption of each figure. we give the count of normal floating point operations (FLOPS) associated with each building block. Symbols for normal double precision sum and product are in Figure 4 .
Basic Operations
In this section, we present our algorithms for basic arithmetic operations. The other algorithms for algebraic and transcendental functions are described in [91.
Since each component of a quad-double number is a IEEE double, the exponent range is limited to that of a double precision number. This implies that the arithmetic operations on quad-double numbers near underflow may result in a loss of precision.
Renormalization
A quad-double number is an unevaluated sum of four IEEE double numbers. The quad-double number
( a~, n~, u~, a :~)
represents the exact sum U = 00 + a l + a2 + a3. Note that for any given representable number I, there can be many representations as an uncvaluated sum of four doubles. Hence we require that the quadruple ( U O , U I~Q~,~~) tosatisfy 1 2
with equality occurring only if a i = 0 or the last bit of U , is 0 (that is, round-to-even is used in case of ties). Note that the first double ao is a double-precision approximation to the quad-double number a , accurate to almost half an ulp.
Lemma 8. For any quad-double number a = ('10, a l , cizI us), the narmulized representution is unique. Most of the algorithms described here produce an expansion that is not of canonical form -often having overlapping bits. Therefore, a five-term expansion is produced, and then renormalized to four components. Note, two floating point numbers z and y are overlapping if the least significant bit of I is smaller than the most significant bit of y.
Algorithm 9.
This renormalization procedure is a variant of Priest's renormalization method [I 1. p. 1 161. The input is a five-term expansion with limited overlapping bits, with a0 being the most significant component.
RENORMALIZE(UO, a l , u z , a3, u4)
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Necessary conditions for this renormalization algorithm to work correctly are, unfortunately, not known. Priest proves that if the input expansion does not overlap by more than 51 bits, then the algorithm works correctly. However, this condition is by no means necessary; that the renormalization algorithm (Algorithm 9) works on all the expansions produced by the algorithms below remains to be shown.
Addition
Quad-Double + Double. The addition of a double precision number to a quad-double number is similar to Shewchuk's GROW-EXPANSION [12, p. 3161, but the double precision number b is added to a quad-double number a from most significant component first (rather than from least significant). This produces a five-term expansion which is the cxact result, which is then renormalized.
See Figure 5.
Since the exact result is computed, then normalized to four components, this addition is accurate to at least the first 212 bits of the result.
Quad-Double + Quad-Double. We 
0
Note that the two other THREE-SUMS shown are simplification of the first THREE-SUM, where it only computes one or two components, instead of three; thus the same bounds apply.
The above bound is not at all tight; lro I is bounded closer to3M(oreven Irl+lyl+l~I), and thismakes theboundsfor ri and rz correspondingly smaller. However, this suffices for the following lemma. Then the above algorithm produces c = (to, E , y, 0) instead of c = (to, E , y, 2) required by the stricter bound.
The second algorithm (14), due to J. Shewchuk and S.
Boldo, computes the first four components of the result correctly. Thus it satisfies stricter error bound fl(a + b ) = (1 + 6 ) ( a + b ) , with 161 5 2&qd or so.
However, it has a corresponding speed penalty; it runs significantly slower (a factor of 2-3.5 slower).
The algorithm is similar to Shewchuk's FAST-EXPANSION-SUM [12, p. 3201, where it merge-sorts the two expansions. To prevent components with only a few significant bits to be produced, a double-length accumulator is used so that a component is output only if the inputs gets small enough to not affect it.
Algorithm 13. Assuming that U , v is a two-term expansion, the following algorithm computes the sum ( U , U ) + z, and outputs the significant component s if the remaining components contain more than one double worth of significand. U and v are modified to represent the other two components in the sum.
.

2.
i f u = O 4.
U -s ;
s -0
end if 6. i f v = O 7.
v -U ; U -s s ;
The accurate addition scheme is as follows. 
QD-ADD-ACCURATE(
U, b ) 1. (.O,.l, M E R G E -S O R T (~O , a l ,
Multiplication
Multiplication is done in a straightforward manner, multiplying term by term and accumulating. = ( a o , a l , a 2 , a3 ) and 6 = (bo, b l , b2, b3) be two quad-double numbers. Assume (without loss of generality) that U and b are order 1. After multiplication, we need to accumulate 13 terms of order O ( 2 ) o r lower.
Note that smaller order terms (such as azb3, which is O(c5)) are not even computed, since they are not needed to get the first 212 bits. The O ( E~) terms are computcd using normal double precision arithmetic, as only their first few bits are needed. terms (see Figure 9) .
In the diagram, there are four different summation boxes. The first (topmost) one is THREE-SUM, same as the one in addition. The next three are, respectively, SIX-THREE-S U M (sums six doubles and outputs the first three components), NINE-TWO-SUM (sums nine doubles and outputs the first two components), and NINE-ONE-SUM (just adds nine doubles using normal arithmetic).
SIX-THREE-SUM computes the sum of six doubles to three double worth of accuracy (i.e., to relative error of O(z3)). This is done by dividing the inputs into two groups of three, and performing THREE-SUM on each group. Then the two sums are added together, in a manner similar to quad-double addition. See Figure 10 . In this case, we can compute the O ( E~) terms using normal double precision arithmetic, thereby speeding up multiplication considerably. Squaring a quad-double number can be done significantly faster since the number of terms that needs to be accumulated can be reduced due to symmetry.
Division
Division is done by the familiar long division algorithm. Let a = ( u o , a l , a 2 , 0 3 ) and 6 = (bo, b l , bZ, h3) be quad-double numbers. We can first compute an approximate quotient qo = no/6o. We then compute the remainder T = a -qo x 6, and compute the correction tcrm 41 = ?"/bo. We can continue this process to obtain five terms, yo, 41, yz, 4 3 , and y4. (only four are needed if we can afford to sacrifice a few bits of accuracy).
Note that at each step, full quad-double multiplication and subtraction must be done since most of the bits will be canceled when computing q3 and y4. Thc five-term (or fourterm) expansion is then rcnormalized to obtain the quaddouble quotient.
Performance and Application
We have implemented the above quad-double algorithms in ANSI C++. In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the quad-double library. Our quad-double library was successfully used in a parallel vortex roll-up simulation [4] , which uses various transcendental functions as well as basic operations. On the NERSC IBM SP, using 256 Power3 processors, the quaddouble version runs about four times as fast as the multiprecision (MPFUN) version, and delivers almost identical results.
Summary and Future Work
We presented the algorithms and performance of various operations on quad-double prccision numbers. The algorithms assume that a quad-double number is represented as an unevaluated sum of four IEEE double precision numbers. Note that the simpler approach of reusing double-double arithmetic recursively to perform arithmctic on quad-double numbers does not work, as the double-doublc algorithms require IEEE behaviour on the base arithmetic type. Doubledouble numbers arc not analogue of a IEEE-style "quadru-ple" numbers, as the two differs significantly in their behaviour and the numbers they can represent. As an example, 1.0 + Z-'OOO is notreprescntable in IEEE style quadruple precision floating point number but is a perfectly valid double-double number (1.0, 2-'000)).
Another approach is to use generic algorithms that operate on two multicomponent numbers and use them recursively to define quad-double arithmetic. For example, we can take Shewchuk's multiprecision library and modify it to throw away unnecessary computations. This approach, however. docs not allow for special optimizations that assumes the number of component is limited to 4. Our algorithms perform significantly better primarily for this reason, at the cost of generality and unproven correctness. However for numbers with larger number of components, the benefit of special optimizations diminish, and adaptation of multiprecision arithmetic is probably a better approach.
Our algorithms arc implemented in a C++ library, taking full advantage of operator/function overloading and user-defined data structures. Our quad-double library also contains miscellaneous supporting routines, including input/output, comparisons, and random number generation. The complete package and the details about its usage, testing and C/Fortran interfaces can be found in [9] .
We have yet to provide the full correctness proof for the basic routines. The correctness of these routines rely on the fact that renormalization step works; Priest proves that it does work if the input does not overlap by 51 bits and no three components overlap at a single bit. Whether such overlap can occur in any of these algorithm needs to be proved.
There are improvements due in the remainder operator, which computes a -round(a/b) x b, given quad-double numbers a and b. Currently, the library does the n a i k method of just divide, round, multiply, and subtract. This leads to loss of accuracy when a is large compared to 6. Since this routine is used in argument reduction for exponentials, logarithms and trigonometrics, a fix is needed.
A natural extension of this work is to extend the precision beyond quad-double. Algorithms for quad-double additions and multiplication can be cxtended to higher precisions, however, with more components, asymptotically faster algorithm by S. Boldo and J. Shewchuk may be preferable (i.e. Algorithm 14). One limitation with these higher precision expansions is the limited exponent range -same as that of double. Hence the maximum precision is about 2000 bits (39 components), and this occurs only if the first component is near overflow and the last near underflow.
of addition algorithm is due to S. Boldo and J. Shewchuk. Problems with remainder were pointed out by J. Demmel.
